To hunt for a Geocache, use either a dedicated GPS unit, or a smartphone with the “Geocaching” app installed, and then create a
free account. The Geocaching website has lots of useful information.
This is a great activity to do along with children…or grandchildren, as the case may be.
Many caches contain trinkets that can be traded for something else that the kids bring along.

Dave Suttie, April 2021

List of Geocaches in alphabetical order
*source: GEOCACHING.COM
Caching in the Shadows
N 46° 00.932' W 066° 37.435' *location of 1st fire tack
*Night hunt only, and you must follow a trail of reflective tacks through the forest.
From the starting coordinates, use your flashlight to find a small white reflector on a tree. This is the first of many... follow the
reflectors to the final tree which is marked with a small reflective strip. The cache is visible with a flashlight here.
TIP: Reflectors are designed to reflect light back to their source. For the best results (especially with a not-so-great light), hold your
light up beside your head, just above the ear.
Deep Woods Wonder
N 46° 00.500' W 066° 37.351'
Easy find Tall Trees
N 46° 01.108' W 066° 37.360'
This is easy, just off the path, but mind the steep!
The trail at the end of the lake follows the top of an esker. A steep ridge of sand or gravel that once collected in the bottom of water
channels within the glaciers of the last ice age.

Fork in the Road
N 46° 00.429' W 066° 37.635'
Clue: Stump
FRM is 60
N 46° 00.969' W 066° 37.780'
Under the corner. Replace as found for the next cacher experience please.
*usually buried under ice and snow during winter.

Hiker’s Requiem
N 46° 00.650' W 066° 37.597'
This winter friendly cache is on the Killarney Lake trail system near a crossroads.
Clue: 4 feet up.
Home of the Largest Frog Ever
N 46° 00.863' W 066° 37.636'
The cache container is a black cylinder made of ABS pipe and bungeed to a tree and is partly covered with boughs. PLEASE LEAVE
THE CONTAINER UPSIDE DOWN as water will leak in due to damage around the top.
How Safe is your Cache
N 46° 01.068' W 066° 37.122'
Please use the directions provided at the cache site to open the cache.
There will be a fork in the road at N46 00.992 W66 37.292, bear right here.
Clue: Look under the small rock.

Killarney Lake Hockey Heaven
N 46° 00.772' W 066° 37.352'
Clue: Between a rock and a hard place.
Killarney Lake Rotary Lodge
N 46° 00.793' W 066° 37.746'
This easy park and grab is at the corner of the Killarney Lake Rotary Centennial Lodge parking lot. 4ft up
*this is a tricky one.
Little Bo Peep
N 46° 01.131' W 066° 36.882'
This is a two stage cache.
The posted coordinates is where the sheep can be found. Go there and he will tell you what to do!
Clue: This is an ammo can, low but winter friendly.
Long Walk into the Woods
N 46° 00.597' W 066° 37.700'
Lost in the Woods
N 46° 00.967' W 066° 37.050'
Hope nobody else lives there!!?
NBGWGP Dispatches
N 46° 01.223' W 066° 37.578'
Clue: Near a large pine tree

NBGWGP Home Front
N 46° 01.131' W 066° 37.525'
Clue: 5 feet up near a large pine

Night Prowler
N 46° 00.810' W 066° 37.635' *location of 1st fire tack
*Night hunt only, and you must follow a trail of reflective tacks through the forest.
Start at the beginning coordinates and look for a single firetack. Use your flashlight at eye level or wear a headlamp. A single tack
means go straight. Two tacks indicate a 90 degree turn. Three tacks is the final cache.
Off The Beaten Track…Slightly
N 46° 00.866' W 066° 37.137'
Clue: About 4 feet up.
Old Yeller
N 46° 01.303' W 066° 36.953'
This winter friendly cache is in an ammo can on the Killarney Lake trail system.
It's almost a mile to walk from the parking lot to the cache, but all the walking is on a trail.
There will be a fork in the road at N46 00.992 W66 37.292, bear right here.
Clue: Low + sheltered.
Piñata
N 46° 01.090' W 066° 37.239'
This is a two stage cache.
Found this while scouting the area. It just begged to be used in this fashion.
The posted coordinates will give you all the information needed to find the actual cache!

Skidder Done
N 46° 00.619' W 066° 37.301'
Clue: Triple trunk
Some Blarney…
N 46° 01.192' W 066° 36.774'
This is a 3-stage multicache with a puzzle to be found in the first cache.
All stages have small cache containers.
Killarney (or in Irish: Cill Airne) means "church of Blackthorn” – and not a soul knows why!
You find this fair city not far from the famous "Ring of Kerry".
Killarney is included in many a popular song, most famously ‘Too Ra Loo Ra Loo Ra’ that Bing Crosby sang in ‘Going My Way’ in 1944.
‘Christmas in Killarney’ be another perennial favorite from the music hall era.
The Pi Rat’s nest
N 46° 01.248' W 066° 37.729'
Please be careful handling the container.
The Quad Tree
N 46° 01.042' W 066° 37.639'
Clue: Look for a Quad tree. You will know it when you see it!
Totally Stumped
N 46° 00.537' W 066° 37.470'
The cache is in an ammo can. A trailhead can be accessed from the waypoint coordinates listed.
Clue: Low, but sheltered.

Tribute to Magaguadavic Laker
N 46° 01.311' W 066° 36.524'
A tribute to Curtis Dixon a fellow geocacher and lover of the woods.
Clue: 4 feet above the snowline

Tribute to Special K
N 46° 01.527' W 066° 35.914'
Clue: Ammo Can about three feet up
Trio Tree
N 46° 00.341' W 066° 37.610'
Clue: Look for 3 trees
Under my Clump…by the stones
N 46° 01.669' W 066° 36.487'
Good trail but the cache is well hidden.
The cache is a large Folgers coffee can.
While at Killarney
N 46° 01.236' W 066° 37.393'
Close to trail in the woods near Killarney lake.
Cache is in a clear plastic container.
Clue: Low

